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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background 

Every constitutional text governed society‘s lives have a natural defect and 

artificial defect. Henkin said that every constitution ―… reflecting not only the 

ideas of the time but also the political forces that presided over their birth 

contributing to the ―genetic defects‖.
1
 How powerful a norm could be will be 

outrun by the development of society, like a Netherland principle het recht hink 

achter de feiten ann (The law staggered after the facts). Law, furthermore, is not a 

final scheme but subject, serves, and adapts to dynamic changes in society. 

Therefore, every law norms adopt alter mechanism attributing such alteration to 

an institution appointed by the law itself, including a nation‘s constitution.
2
 

Even though such legal text has defect/s, the applicability of such text is 

expected to be flexible and has endurability. In fact, there are several norms and 

provisions believed as a nation‘s identity. Identity poured in a constitution 

frequently called constitutional identity. Here amandment process is called as a 

method to reconcile stability and flexibility. Edmund Burke expressed ―A state 

without the means of some change is without the means of its conservation‖.
3
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2
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It is not impossible that sometime in the future the society and government 

collectively determine a national identity and constitutional identity. Jacobsohn 

argues: 

 

―I will argue that a constitution acquires an identity through 

experience, that this identity exists neither as a discrete object of 

invention nor as a heavily encrusted essence embedded in a 

society’s culture, requiring only to be discovered. Rather, identity 

emerges dialogically and represents a mix of political aspirations 

and commitments that are expressive of a nation’s past, as well as 

the determination of those within the society who seek in some 

ways to transcend that past. It is changeable but resistant to its 

own destruction, and it may manifest itself di erently in different 

settings.‖
4
 

 

Mechanisms frequently used by the designer of a constitution is to separate major 

provisions easily amended with the minor provisions acting as a fundamental 

principle which being granted special protection.  

 Such provisions can hardly be amended or regarded as unamendable. 

State‘s institution having the power to amend constitution cannot be amended 

provisions enjoying special protection. This issue has also been mentioned by 

Prof. Sri Soemantri in his dissertation, he argues that there must be limitation 

upon amending
5
 Indonesian Constitution 1945 (―UUD 1945‖, herienafter referred 
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to the 1945 Constitution before constitutional reform
6
 which enacted by PPKI on 

August 18
th

 1945). He concluded such limitation upon amending power is 

reflected in the existence of unamendable provisions. 

 After 1ndonesia Constitution 1945 being amended, it contains 

unamendable provisions. Article 37 of  UUD NRI 1945 (hereinafter reffered to 

Constitution which had undergone constitutional reforms in 1999-2002): 

―Provisions relating to the form of the unitary state of the Republic of Indonesia 

may not be amended‖. This provisions will prevent future parliament to amend 

such matter.   

 Under Indonesia‘s constitutional context, People Consultative Assembly 

or Majelis Perwakilan Rakyat (hereinafter called MPR) is authorized to amend 

and enact the constitution.
 7

 MPR‘s authority to amend constitution is a legal issue 

which contain political aspects.
 8

 As a political‘s product, it is highly probable to 

be abused by majority interests or collusion between parliament‘s members.
 9

 

 The existence of unamendable provisions
10

 are a boundary from 

amendment process of parliament. However, the existence of unamendable 

provisions UUD NRI 1945 is still leaving legal issue. It does not rule out the 
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possibility of concerted amendment power amending the very existence of 

unamendable provisions. Parliament can set aside or annuls the unamendable 

provisions. MPR could not heed to the prohibition of amending such provisions or 

amend UUD NRI 1945 where its substance contradicts with fundamental values 

or constitutional identity. Another scenario, MPR could alter the provision 

prohibiting alteration on other provisions and then change the latter. 

 Before going further, it is important to be noted that unamendable 

provisions in a constitution are incorporated a lot even considered normal in other 

state‘s constitution. Usually, the existence of unamendable provisions in a 

constitution emerged because there is a will to protect essential values of a 

constitution and prevent such alteration.  Its existence is deemed very vital for the 

existence of a constitution.
11

  54%  (81 out of 149) constitutions made between 

1989 -2015 are recorded include the unamendable provision in its constitution.
12

 

For example, Guaranty clause of American Constitution (Article IV 

Section 4) which guarantees republic forms in the federal system. Not much 

different with Turkish Constitution which upholds secularism. French 
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Yaniv Roznai also stated that the existance of unamendable provisions is: 

―to preserve its own existance and identity‖. Presumably, constitution-

makers regarded the content of specifc provisions to be so pivotal to the 

essence of the constitution or to the state‘s existence and identity that they 

should endure for generations.  

See Yaniv Roznai, Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendments…, pg.17  
12
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Constitution prohibits any alteration of republic form of government.
13

 Several 

states such as Bahrain, Cambodia, Libya, Kyrgistan, protect the form of 

monarchy. Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain, Iran, Morocco guaranty Islam as state‘s 

religion while Ecuador and Mexico guaranty Apostolic Roman Catholic as state‘s 

religion. Furthermore, there are states regard national language, flag, and anthem 

as collective identity and therefore protected from alteration.
14

  

To ensure the efficacy of unamendable provisions to be not just declarative 

enacted in a constitution, several states authorize its court
15

 to review amendment 

of constitution.
16

  The review of the constitutionality of constitution amendment 

by court
17

 is conducted when parliament is regarded to overstep its authority in 

amending constitution. In 2008, Turkish Constitutional court annulled 

amendments to the constitution regarding the principle of equality and the right to 

education which aimed to abolish the headscarf ban in universities. The Court 

ruled that because the amendments infringed upon the constitutionally protected 

principle of secularism and must be deemed unconstitutional.
18
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 Gary Jeffrey Jacobsohn, Constitutional…, pg. 6.  
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 Yaniv Roznai, Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendments..., pg. 23-25.  
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 In practice, the authority to do judicial review is conferred either to Supreme Court, or 

separate court which widely known as Constitutional Court, or a council (like in France), through 

Constitutional Council.  
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 Several states where judicial review on constitutional amendment is practiced, whether 

explicitly authorized in the constitution or not, are India, Turkey, Austria, Angola, Germany. See 

Aharon Barak, Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendment, Israel Law Review, Vol. 44: 321, 

2011, pg. 322-328.  
17

 The writer uses the term ―court‖ to refer all judiciary which has authority to do judicial 

review, it can be through Supreme Court or Constitutional Court or (rarely)  Constitutional 

Council. The use of court and constitutional court is being used interchangeably.  
18

 See Aharon Barak, Aharon Barak, Unconstitutional Constitutional Amendment, Israel 

Law Review, Vol. 44; No. 321, 2011, pg. 322-328. 
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In 1980, Indian Supreme Court annulled the 42
nd

 amendment, specifically 

on  paragraph 4 and 5 of article 368.
 19

 Those paragraphs expressly prohibit 

Supreme Court to review amendment. The Supreme Court Argues that 

amendment power is inherently limited. Any amendment result violates the basic 

structure of Indian Constitution must be unconstitutional.
20

 

Moreover, Angola Constitution (2010) which has unamendable provisions, 

gives authority to its Constitutional Court to annulled any amendment violating 

the unamendable provisions.
21

 Republic Moldova Constitution also requires draft 

constitutional laws shall be submitted to Parliament only alongside with the 

advisory opinion of the Constitutional Court.
22

 In 2016  the Constitutional Court 

declared unconstitutional the provisions of the law on revising the Constitution 

regarding the procedure of electing the President of the Republic of Moldova 

since these were not submitted to the Constitutional Court for its repeated 

Opinion.
23

 

Based on a brief description above,  the author tries to  do normative legal  

research with title ―The Role of Constitutional Court as Guardian of Constitution 

Against Amendment of Unamendable Provision.‖  
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1.2. Formulation of Issues 

1. How is the Role of Indonesian Constitutional Court against 

constitutional amendment which violates unamendable provisions? 

2. How is the Role of Other Constitutional Courts against constitutional 

amendment which violates unamendable provisions? 

3. How will be the role of Indonesian Constitutional Courts in guarding 

unamendable provisions in Indonesia? 

1.3. Objective 

This study aims to analyze the role of Constitutional Court as guardian of 

the constitution against constitutional amendment which may be unconstitutional. 

This study also aims to observe the role of other Constitutional Couts (in several 

states) in preventing unconstitutional constitutional amendment. Lastly this study 

aims the future role of Indonesian Constitutional Court in guarding unamendable 

provisions.  


